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Linda Swerdlow <swerdlowll@gmail.com> Tue, Oct 25, 2016 at 12:19 AM
To: sharon.dickinson@lacity.org

Dear Sharon,
The quality of life and health of the residents of Brentwood who live near Sunset and San Vicente is being negatively 
affected by the ongoing added traffic congestion from all the continuous construction projects and school expansions 
being approved by the city and Mike Bonin. From 3PM until almost 7 PM weekdays traffic gridlock makes it is 
impossible for Brentwood residents who have a medical emergency that requires a Class 1 trauma center to get the care 
they need in a timely manner. UCLA and Cedar Sinai hospitals are the only two hospitals in our area that are Class 1 
trauma centers. Santa Monica and Saint Johns Hospitals are not Class 1 trauma centers. Because they are not Class 1 
trauma centers they are not required like UCLA and Cedars to have Physicians and Surgeons present 24/7 in the ER 
who deal with critical time sensitive life and death emergencies. Please stop approving new construction that is based 
on false and misleading EIR. Come to Sunset and Barrington or Sunset and Renter or Sunset and Bristol during the 
week when school is in session. Watch the complete traffic gridlock in Brentwood from 7:30-8:45 AM and from 3-6:30 
PM. After watching ask yourself how it would be possible that additional construction would not negatively affect 
gridlock and the quality of life and health of Brentwood residents. Please stop additional traffic construction and 
congestion in Brentwood. Please require real and objective EIR's that adequately reflect weekday traffic gridlock.

Thank you,
L Swerdlow
swerdlowll@gmail.com

Sent from my iPad
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